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Where’s the Unicorn Now
Green Celtic Skull bank
Unicorns love playing hideThese truly unique skull
and-seek . . . and they’re
banks remind you, “money
asking eagle-eyed kids to
isn’t everything.” New to
join the game! Come along
our growing line of powerand try to spot every one
ful &amp; unique statuary
of these magical animals—
- beautiful antique-style
Ruby, Blossom, Starburst,
finish and hand-painting

$9.95
6” Unicorn bank

Unicorn Bank 6 x 5 x 4
inches.

$16.95

$29.95

BWHEUNIN

FB162

Black Money Cat bank
The Money Cat thought by
many to bring luck, wealth
and good business. Slot in
the back of the head large
enough for coins, bills or
small petitions. Plug in the
bottom to be emptied. Ce-

$25.95

FB235

Hamsa Hand bank
A vividly tie dye style
coloring makes each one of
these Hamsa hand banks
a unique piece. Slot at the
top of the back allows coin
or petition papers to be
inserted and a twist lock

Black/ Pink Skull bank
A Great Hand Painted Day
of the Dead Black / Pink
Skull Bank. There is a slot
in the back of the head to
drop your change and a
rubber stopper on the bottom to take your change

$20.95

$21.95

FB2819

FB611

FB667

6” Gold Unicorn bank
6” Black & Blue Unicorn bank
Chrome Health balls 1 1/2”
Keep your coins safe in this
Keep your coins safe in this
Our chrome plated health
beautifully majestic unicorn
beautifully majestic unicorn
balls are packaged in beaubank! This bank features a
bank! This bank features a
tiful silk box with faux bone
pink metallic unicorn with
pink metallic unicorn with
toggle closure. 1 1/2”
flowing golden hair. A slot
flowing golden hair. A slot
in the back to put in your
in the back to put in your
coins and rubber stopper
coins and rubber stopper

$20.95

$22.95

FB748

FB749

$19.95

FHB281

Yin Yang health balls 1 1/2”
Dragon & Phoenix health balls 1 1/2”
Wooden Egg Shaker
Here are two cloisonné Yin
Here are two cloisonné
A palm sized wooden egg,
Yang balls presented in a
Dragon &amp; Phoenix
hollowed out and filled
storage box. Gently weightballs presented in a storage
with tiny beads. Effective
ed chiming therapy balls
box. Gently weighted chimas a slow pace keeper or
for exercising the hands. 1
ing therapy balls for exercisas a compliment to more
1/2”.
ing the hands. 1 1/2”.
rambunctious drumming. 2
3/4” x 2”

$18.95

$19.95

FHB282

FHB284

$6.95

FI5607

Pentagram letter holder 11”
4 1/2” Antique lock
4 1/2” Buddha lock
A letter holder bearing a
Great cast iron lock and
Amazing lock and key with
pentagram with drawer will
key set. Reminiscent
symbolic images in the
hold a few pens, pencils or a
of&nbsp;medieval time
detailed piece as well as on
letter opener. Drawer is 8” x
with its antiqued design.
key set. Working lock and
1 1/4” x 7/8”. Wood. 8 1/4”
This is a working lock with
key but more for display.
x 11” x 3 3/4”
a set of antiqued keys.
4.5” long and 2.5” wide and
Swivel the the little door on
comes with 2 keys on a ring.

$37.95

$37.95

$18.95

FLH10

Set of 4 Day Dead Mugs
A set of four 14oz. coffee
mugs taking their inspiration from the Calavera
skulls used to celebrate the
Mexican Day of the Dead.

FM2177

Telekinetic Enhancer 2in Sq
Fairy umbrella
Use this device to help
develop your psychic
energy and your ability to
focus to explore the realm
of telekinetic energy. Made
in USA.

$18.95

FTEL

FLK2

$30.95

FLK4

Prescription mug
Buddha pens (box of 12)
This 11 ounce white ceramic
Buddha Writers, Hand
coffee with an easy to grip
painted writing pens.
C-handle. The imprinted
Comes with display box
design will display on
and 12 pens, 3 of each 4 difboth sides of the mug as
ferent Buddha writing pen
pictured, and will stop
styles. We can be found in
approximately 1 inch from
the Novelty section.

$9.95

FM2880

$52.95

FP2791

Dragon umbrella
Rachel Anderson Birth of a
Alchemy Gothic Whiby
Star Fairy Umbrella Manual
Warm Dragon Umbrella
opening and closing folding
Manual opening and closUmbrella. 21.5 inches high
ing Umbrella that is 21.5
when opened and 36 inches
inches high when opened
across.
and 36 inches across.

$20.95

FU2762

$20.95

FU2763
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Wolf Umbrella Manual
open and close Umbrella
that is 21.5 inches high
when opened and 36 inches
across.

$20.95

FU2767

Celtic Owl umbrella
Manual opening and closing folding Umbrella. 21.5
inches high when opened
and 36 inches across.

$20.95

FU2797

Unicorn umbrella
Celtic Wolf umbrella
Unicorn Umbrella Manual
Celtic Wolf Guide Folding
open and close Umbrella
Umbrella, Artist: Bridget
that is 21.5 inches high
Ashwood. Manual openwhen opened and 36 inches
ing and closing folding
across.
Umbrella. 21.5 inches high
when opened and 36 inches
across.

$20.95

$20.95

FU2768

FU2796

Flame Blade Dragon umbrella
Aurelia Mermaid umbrella
Flame Blade Dragon
Aurelia Mermaid Folding
Folding Umbrella, Artist:
Umbrella, Artist: Rachel
Ruth Thompson. Manual
Anderson. Manual openopening and closing folding
ing and closing folding
Umbrella. 21.5 inches high
Umbrella. 21.5 inches high
when opened and 36 inches
when opened and 36 inches
across.
across.

$20.95

$20.95

FU2798

FU2801

5” Ouija Planchette incense burner
10” Galaxy Alien incense burner
Bronze I Ching Coin
Colorful Ouija PlanchThis has to be the cutest inThese bronze coins are
ette heart shaped incense
cense burner we have. Burn
ornamented with the
burner. Pretty design on the
your favorite scent and
traditional symbols of the
front depicting a sun and
entertain your guest with
I Ching, and crafted in the
moon as well as other Ouija
the details in this piece.
fashion of ancient Chinese
symbols. 5 1/4” x 4 1/2”
Space ship style with a very
coins. Items are sold indiwide solid piece.
colorful star base. Red gem
vidually. Use in divination

$10.95

IB2924

$14.95

$0.95

IB2925

JICH

Bronze I Ching Dragon & Phoenix Coin
1 3/4” x 2” Dream Catcher journal key chain 1 3/4” x 2” Hamsa Hand journal key chain
Chinese characters cover
A detailed dream catcher
Perfectly detailed Hamsa
one face and the image
is on the cover of this mini
Hand on the cover of this
of a Dragon and Phoenix
journal. Complete with
key chain mini journal.
circling each other cover the
a key chain so you won’t
Keep this close by so you
other. Coins are sold indimiss any of those important
don’t miss any of your imvidually. Bronze. 1 3/4”
thoughts. 1 3/4” X 2” and
portant thoughts. 1 3/4” X
made from tree free organic
2” made in India from tree

$1.50

JICHD

$5.95

$5.95

JKDC

JKHH

1 3/4” x 2” Owl journal key chain
1 3/4” x 2” Triple Moon journal key chain
1 3/4” x 2” Tree of Life journal key chain
The miniature version of
The tiny version of our
Sweet miniature journal on
a regular journal. Owl key
regular journals on a key
a key chain so you won’t
chain journal to keep handy
chain. Keep this perfect
forget those important
for all those important
little journal close by so you
thoughts. This is the perfect
thoughts.
don’t forget those imporsmall version of a classic
tant thoughts. Made in
journal. Adorned with the
India from tree free organic
Tree of Life on the cover of

$5.95
Alligator Claw

JKOWL

$5.95

$5.95

JKTM

JKTREE

Pentagram cookie stamp
Magic Dust Angel Light
Kept in your pocket, purse,
A fun and great way to
Just a pinch of this magickal
or mojo bag as a token of
decorate your home-baked
dust can aid you in attractgood luck, this Alligator
goods, these pentagram
ing the blessings, guidance,
claw is particularly useful if
cookie stamps are a great
and joy of an angel’s influyou are going to be gamway to bring your craft into
ence in your life.
bling, or playing games of
the kitchen. 1 3/8”. Made
chance.
in USA.

$5.95

RALLC

$8.95

$7.50

RCPP

Magic Dust Faerie
Magic Dust Prosperity
Gold Glitter 1oz
Add just a pinch and a
A pinch of this prospersprinkle of Faerie Magic
ity magic dust can help
dust to your magic crafts to
empower your rituals and
help bring the wonder and
blessings, helping you to atmagic of the Faerie Folk into
tract wealth and prosperity
your life.
in their many forms.

$7.50

RDFAE

$7.50

RDPRO

RDANG

Sprinkle this gold glitter
during your ritual magic to
help surround yourself in
wealth and prosperity.

$3.95

RG16GOL
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Use this silver glitter to
sprinkle in your ritual
crafts, helping to draw upon
the powers and properties
of the moon.

$3.95

Henna Kit

$7.95

RPORQ

RHNATK

Useful for a variety of
both decorative and ritual
purposes these shark teeth
are all unique and will add
their own personal energy
to your space. Sold individually - yours is chosen

$3.95

Silver Glitter 1 lb

RSHAT

Representing the Moon
and Goddess this silver
glitter will help you draw
down these powerful forces.
Comes in a plastic jar with
screw top lid with a flip
top shaker built in. Sold by

$33.95

RGGOLB

Coming with all that you
need to create your own
henna designs, this small
henna kit is the perfect way
to turn your body into a
work of art in celebration or
ritual craft.

$3.95

RH711

Porcupine Quill Pen
Shark Teeth
Made from a porcupine
quill, this dip pen is the
perfect tool for your rituals
and spells involving ink and
parchment.

Worry Doll Set

Use this gold glitter in your
ritual crafts to help draw
money and prosperity into
your life or business.

$33.95

RG16SIL

6” Phrenology Head
This antiqued human head
has distressed words,
symbols and mapped areas
relating to the pseudoscience of Phrenology.

$29.95

Gold Glitter 1#

used Horseshoe

RGSILB

Genuine Used Horseshoe,
used as a good luck charm
or a paperweight. Sizes and
condition will vary greatly.

$3.95

RHORU

Water Buffalo Tooth
These genuine water buffalo teeth are a great aid
in magical devices and
talismans intended to grant
strength and stamina.

$0.40

RWAT

18” Dragon Globe
Pink/Purple Dragon w/ Stone 4”
Worry dolls, also known as
Beautiful painted dragon
An adorable statue of
“trouble dolls” are tiny colglobe resembling the Phoebeautifully detailed dragon
orful dolls that you whisper
nix Dragon with the red and
in pink and purple. The
your worries to before you
gold fire tones. Amazing dedragon lays resting with
go to bed, allowing them to
tail all around this working
wings furled on its back crado your worrying for you
globe. 18” and made with a
dling a large blue gem. Cold
while you sleep.
solid resin.
cast resin. 5” x 4” x 3 1/2”

$4.95

RWOR

$144.95

SD2942

5 1/4” Dragon W/ multi colored crystal
An intriguing resin Dragon
statue, grasping a multi
colored crystal in his bold
stance . Having detailed
designs within the multi
colored dragon itself, that
make his scales and pres-

4 1/2” Steampunk Skull
Steampunk Skull Screws,
Gears, Nuts &amp; Bolts
Cold Cast Resin 6 x 5 x 3
1/2 inches.

$21.95

$18.95

SD717

SS2812

$23.95

SD587

2 1/2” Day of the Dead skull
Beautiful Day of the Dead
skulls with traditional
colors and patterns. Perfect
size to put on any area as
a way to remember and
honor your deceased loved
ones.

$9.95

SSKULL
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